
 

PRESS TILES BEST 

By Kevin Lumberg 

Ceramic tiles are not hard to sublimate, but you have to know the right way to do them, so that you get the best results 
possible.  Throughout the years these processes and procedures have changed as new tools became available, and there 
can be a lot of confusion on how to press ceramic tiles.  I would like to share some techniques to not only help you 
achieve the best results possible with ceramic tiles, but make it easier to produce tiles, even in large numbers. 

OUT WITH THE OLD AND IN WITH THE NEW 

Back in the “old days” of sublimation there was a certain way to press 
ceramic tiles.  You placed a piece of “blowout” or scrap paper or Teflon 
under your tile, wrapped your tile with your transfer paper and tapped 
it around the back.  Put the tile on the press, face down with another 
piece of “blowout” paper or Teflon over it, and pressed it with heavy 
pressure.  The pressure pushed the tile down into the bottom rubber 
silicon pad of your heat press to give a good wrap around on the edge 
of the tile.   

There was a modification to this method where you had the tile face 
up, and placed a rubber silicon heat conductive pad over the tile and 

pressed with heavy pressure.  The pad squished around the edge of the tile providing the nice wrap around.  This 
method worked well, but you had to use real heavy pressure, and if the tile had a soft gloss coating, it would give you a 
mottled look to the gloss because it would imprint the paper grain into the glossy coating.   

You also had a tendency to break tiles due to the heavy pressure.   

One big drawback to this method is how it affected your press.  Since you had to press with heavy pressure and press 
the tiles for a long period of time, it would leave a slight depression in the bottom rubber pad of your heat press due to 
compressing the rubber.  This would work its way out over time, but it could be disastrous if you needed to press flat 
items because you could not achieve consistent pressure in that area, and you would get a square light colored area on 
your substrate.  Also, over time, the rubber would retain the low spot, causing you to have to replace the rubber pad 
prematurely. 

ALONG CAME A NEW PROCEDURE 

Due to these reasons as well as the availability of a new product new process for pressing ceramic tiles came along.  This 
process involved a great material call Nomex Felt.  Nomex is a flame resistant product used in manufacturing fire suites.  
Due to its flame resistant nature, it’s great for tiles which need to be pressed for a long period of time.  Further, the 
Nomex pads we use in sublimation are thick and cushiony.  With the Nomex pad, you press the tiles face down, and the 
Nomex pad allows the tile to sink in and achieve a great wrap around on the edge of the tiles without having to use 
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heavy pressure.  The Nomex pads can be flipped over and over, and used for a very long time without having to be 
replaced. 

Since the tiles sink into the Nomex, and since you press the tiles face down, you are able to line up the tiles and if you 
are careful, you don’t even need to tape the tiles down to the paper.  As you press them, they create a nice little sink 
hole for each tile that will hold them in place.   

I lift up the press gently upon the completion of the cycle, and with two oven mitts, I gently press down on one side, and 
the other side of the tile lifts up.  I just flip the tile over onto my other oven mitt and am able to move it to my cooling 
area.  This process allows you to cycle tiles quickly for speedier production. 

WHAT’S UP WITH THE BACK OF THOSE TILES? 

Different tile manufacturers have different back grids on the tiles.  The grid is 
used for the installation of tiles to flat surfaces.  You really need to pay attention 
to those, especially if you are not getting consistent results on your sublimation.  
Ceramic is a really good heat conductor, and since you are now pressing them 
face down, you want the back of the tile that comes into contact with the heat 
platen portion of your heat press to conduct the heat throughout the tile.   

It does this by making contact.  Some grids are consistent patterns, but others can 
have a large square area in the middle.  This can cause a cool area in the middle of 
the tile which causes a cloudy or light area of color in your finished tile.  For these 
tiles, you can either use the green heat conductive pad to help conduct the heat, 
or use a really cool trick I learned at the Dye Sublimation and Specialty Printing 
Forum (www.dyesub.org).   If you can place a Quarter coin into the middle square 
area, it will transfer the heat from the platen to the tile without having to 
purchase a green heat conductive rubber pad. 

THERE ARE DIFFERENCES IN TILE QUALITY 

There can be big differences in tile quality as well as the quality of the coating.  
The coating differences can be readily apparent in glossy tiles.  If they are a softer 
coating, if you press them with too much pressure, you will get an orange peel 
look to the glossy coating.  I don’t mean that the coating will turn orange, but 
rather the coating will get a mottled look to it that will be like an orange peel 
pattern.  This happens because the coating softens too much during the 
sublimation process and if you are using too much pressure, the grain of the paper 
is actually being pressed into the glossy coating, making it a matte looking finish in 
the higher areas.  You can work through this by purchasing harder coated higher 
quality tiles, or reduce your pressure. 

YOU CAN DO IT 

Sublimating ceramic tiles is not difficult, as long as you are doing them correctly.  
Give these procedures a try, and soon you will be producing truly stunning results 
that tiles are renowned for. 
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